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Interface Updates
Fix comparison of scenarios in Pyramids.
Fix Pyramids when changing scnearios.
Fix on Cross-Sectional using tables with lots of years, like PolityCombined.
Using exe instead of dll, and stop the flickering in Run form.
Fixes in Longitudinal and Cross-Sectional when using WVS

Model Updates
Using exe instead of dll
Added six parameters for changing inputs in the intersectoral flows: inputagrim,
inputenerm, inputictm, inputmanum, inputmatem, inputservm. These are multipliers that
work on the inputs computed using the i-o tables. Values less than 1 reduces the input
and values greater than 1 increases them. The parameters are two dimensional:
country/region and sector. For example, a value of .5 for inputmatem for the World,
manufacturing will reduce the material input in manufacturing sector production by 50%
for all countries. If you choose Total in the second dimension for inputmatem, material
input will change in all sectors.
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Data Updates
Fix to ifsVar, we had lost the descriptions and units that indicated we're now using 2017$
instead of 2011$
4 Tables inserted & updated

1. 2 new tables on ICT service trade shares, SeriesICTSerExport%ExpSer &
SeriesICTSerImport%ImpSer
2. Renamed 2 current preprocessors on ICT goods trade shares. New names are  
 SeriesICTGoodsImport%ImpGoods & SeriesICTGoodsExport%ExpGoods

71 Tables inserted & updated
1. 2 new tables on ICT service trade shares, SeriesICTSerExport%ExpSer &
SeriesICTSerImport%ImpSer
2. Renamed 2 current preprocessors on ICT goods trade shares. New names are  
 SeriesICTGoodsImport%ImpGoods & SeriesICTGoodsExport%ExpGoods
3. 60 new tables from IIASA's SSP 3.0 release.
4. 6 new tables, standardized GINI by market or disposal income.    They can be
searched by "SWIID".
5. DiME table updated. Scale changed from 0-1 to 0-100.
6. 3 tables EdYearsAge25, from WIC 3.0. Values extended to 2020.
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